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ABSTRACT: Ionothermal reactions of [Ge4Se10]
4− with

SnCl4·5H2O yielded [BMMIm]24[Sn36Ge24Se132] (ZBT-1)
and [BMIm]24[Sn32.5Ge27.5Se132] [ZBT-2; B(M)MIm = 1-
butyl-(2,)3-(di)methylimidazolium]. These contain the
largest known discrete polyanion consisting only of
main-group elements. In spite of a zeolite-related
composition, the 192-atom “zeoball” anion adopts a
spherical shape, which has been unprecedented in the
chemistry of zeolites and their homologues and relatives.
Preliminary studies indicated that ZBT-1 traps I2
molecules and induces heterolytic I−I bond cleavage.

Microporous materials based on zeolites with well-defined
structures have widespread applications, such as in

separation, cation exchange, and petroleum processing.1 The
continuously increasing demands for porous materials with
highly specific properties and applications have inspired
scientists to develop new strategies for obtaining such
compounds.2 Since the excellent performance of zeolite
materials is essentially determined by their structural character-
istics which is further related to their composition, the synthesis
of new zeolite materials has been significantly advanced during
the last several years.3,4a Hence, replacement of the framework
O2− anions with S2− or Se2− and/or the substitution of different
transition or main-group metal atoms for Si or Al has allowed
for the generation of an even greater variety of fascinating
structuresincluding coordination geometries other than
tetrahedralwith additional, tunable properties such as opto-
electronic characteristics, photocatalytic properties, fast-ion
conductivity, and molecular trapping capabilities.4,5

Besides classical hydrothermal/solvothermal methods, in-
creasing activity has become noticeable in the employment of
ionothermal reactions in the synthesis of zeolites,6 metal−
organic frameworks,7 and nanomaterials.8 This is due to the
excellent solvating properties of ionic liquids (ILs), such as
negligible vapor pressure, high thermal stability, wide liquidus
range, and the ability to dissolve a variety of materials.
Nevertheless, the application of this technique for the
preparation of chalcogenides has not been extensively ex-
plored.9

We have recently extended our bottom-up strategy for the
synthesis of microporous chalcogenides by using approved
binary precursors containing [ME4] units (M = main-group or
transition metal atom; E = chalcogen atom)10 in the new
solvent environment of ILs. In a preliminary study, we

investigated the treatment of the chalcogenidostannate phase
[K4(H2O)4][SnSe4], containing the binary precursor [SnSe4]

4−,
with the IL [BMIm]BF4 (BMIm = 1-butyl-3-methylimidazo-
lium, C8H15N2), which led to the formation of the unique 3D
open-framework selenidostannate [BMIm]4[Sn9Se20].

11

A new expansion of this strategy that used a larger precursor
unit, [Ge4Se10]

4−, and introduced another metal component,
SnCl4·5H2O, with the aim of obtaining a ternary porous
chalcogenide was successful in the preparation of two novel
compounds, [BMMIm]24[Sn36Ge24Se132] (ZBT-1; BMMIm =
1-buty l -2 ,3 -d imethy l imidazo l ium, C9H17N2) and
[BMIm]24[Sn32.5Ge27.5Se132] (ZBT-2). These were synthesized
by heating [K4(H2O)3][Ge4Se10] (56 mg, 0.043 mmol) and
SnCl4·5H2O (40 mg, 0.11 mmol) in [BMMIm][BF4] (0.5 g) or
[BMIm][BF4] (0.5 mL), respectively, in the presence of a small
amount of 2,6-dimethylmorpholine (DMMP, 0.05 mL) in a
sealed pyrex tube (∼10 mL capacity) at 150 °C for 2 days.
Upon cooling to room temperature, air-stable, red block
crystals were obtained by filtration, washed several times with
deionized water and ethanol, and dried under air (yields: ZBT-
1, 21 mg, 34% with respect to Sn; ZBT-2, 17 mg, 28% with
respect to Sn). Although the title compounds possess zeolite-
related compositions, according to Ax[MxE

14
yE

16
z] (A = cation;

M = metal ion; E14 = group-14 element = tetrel; E16 = group-16
element = chalcogen), they comprise discrete, molecular anions
with a spherical shape and a large spherical cavity, which
additionally represent the largest known discrete cluster
consisting only of atoms of heavy main-group elements (Figure
1).
On the basis of the zeolite-related composition that uniquely

meets a spherical shape in the anionic units described here, we
would like to introduce the latter as “zeoballs” and the new
class of compounds as “zeoball” tetrelate (ZBT) phases.
The crystal structures of ZBT-1 and ZBT-2 were determined

by means of single-crystal X-ray diffraction (XRD), which also
helped to attribute the slight differences between the two
anionic formulas to partial Ge/Sn disorder [see the Supporting
Information (SI)]. Both compounds comprise macroanionic
units [Sn36−xGe24+xSe132]

24− (Figure 1), with x = 0 for ZBT-1
and 3.5 for ZBT-2. Besides the partial disorder, the anionic
structures differ only marginally. The following discussion of
the anionic structure and all of the figures will refer to the x = 0
case, as actually found for ZBT-1 and as idealized for ZBT-2 if
the disorder is disregarded. Charge neutrality is achieved by the
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inclusion of 24 countercations, [BMMIm]+ in ZBT-1 and
[BMIm]+ in ZBT-2, that are arranged inside and outside the
anions and are packed according to distorted versions of the
face-centered cubic (fcc) type in the crystal structure (see
Figures S5 and S7 in the SI).
The polyanion exhibits an outer diameter of 2.83 nm,

including van der Waals radii of the surface atoms, and
comprises 192 atoms that approach a highly symmetric and
regular pattern, although the actual crystallographic symmetry
is only Ci in both compounds. The architecture of the cluster is
based on two secondary building units (SBUs; Figure 2a,b), a

[Ge3Se9] unit (SBU-1) and a [Sn6Se18] unit (SBU-2) that are
linked by sharing common Se atoms. SBU-1 represents a
fragment of the supertetrahedral precursor anion [Ge4Se10]

4−

that is missing one [Ge−Se] corner. As in the precursor, the Ge
atoms are tetrahedrally surrounded by Se ligands, and the three
[GeSe4] tetrahedra are corner-linked. SBU-2 comprises two
[Sn3Se4(μ-Se)6] semicubes that are linked by sharing two μ-Se
ligands; thus, it is related to the structure of the polymeric
phase {[Sn3Se7]

2−}n,
12 which represents a network of

[Sn3Se4(μ-Se)6] semicubes linked via two μ-Se ligands per Sn
atom. However, one of the Sn···Se contacts in each semicube is
too long (>2.8 Å) to be considered to be a bond; therefore,
unlike the situation in {[Sn3Se7]

2−}n, only four of the six Sn
atoms are five-coordinate with trigonal bipyramidal coordina-
tion geometry [Sn−Seeq = 2.533(3)−2.584(3) Å (average 2.558
Å) in ZBT-1 (values of the less-disordered anion 1 only) and
2.521(4)−2.585(3) Å (average 2.554 Å) in ZBT-2 (disregard-
ing disordered Sn7); Sn−Seax = 2.640(3)−2.787(3) Å (average

2.712 Å) in ZBT-1 and 2.622(3)−2.837(3) Å (average 2.713
Å) in ZBT-2].
The remaining two Sn atoms in SBU-2 are tetrahedrally

surrounded and share the two μ-Se atoms that connect the two
semicubes; the observations reflect once more the higher
structural flexibility of Sn atoms in comparison to Ge atoms and
also indicate a clear discrepancy between the present phases
and the so-called “zeotype” compounds, which are restricted on
four-connected networks. To build up the anionic cluster, six
SBU-2 fragments are arranged at the corners of an octahedron
in a pseudo-Th-symmetric fashion and are further linked by
sharing two μ-Se ligands with eight SBU-1 fragments located at
the corners of a cube to form the spherical structure (Figure
2c).
For a detailed analysis of the architecture of ZBT-1 and

ZBT-2, the cluster structure was simplified by representing the
[Ge3] and [Sn3] units of SBU-1 and SBU-2, respectively, as
individual triangles and regarding the bridging by two μ-Se
units as a simple line. This way, one obtains a truncated
dodecahedron in which the corners are cut off, thereby
producing 12 decagonal faces and 20 triangular faces (Figure
3). When the [Ge3] and [Sn3] units are considered as single

nodes, the structure can be further simplified into a
dodecahedron composed of 12 regular pentagonal faces and
20 vertices, according to the architecture of the smallest known
fullerene cage, C20. Fullerene-like inorganic clusters have
attracted attention because of their high symmetry and
molecular aesthetics, fascinating bonding features, and unusual
properties.13 However, many of them possess multishell
structures and hence are without large cavities or windows,
inhibiting their application in many areas. In the title
compounds, a large spherical cavity is accessible through 12
windows with open diameters of (min × max) 5.6−6.2 Å ×
7.9−8.8 Å in ZBT-1 and 5.7−6.3 Å × 7.7−8.7 Å in ZBT-2.

Figure 1. Two different orientations of the [Sn36Ge24Se132]
24− anionic

structure of the title compounds, disregarding partial Sn/Ge disorder.

Figure 2. (a, b) Structures of the two SBUs in the title compounds
along with their simplified representations: (a) [Ge3Se9] (SBU-1); (b)
[Sn6Se18] (SBU-2). Dashed lines in SBU-2 represent two Sn···Se
contacts above 2.8 Å that are shown to illustrate the structural relation
of SBU-2 with two [Sn3Se4(μ-Se)6] semicubes linked by two μ-Se
bridges. (c) Pseudo-Th-symmetric arrangement of eight SBU-1 and six
SBU-2 within the [Sn36Ge24Se132]

24− anion.

Figure 3. Analysis of the architecture of the [Sn36Ge24Se132]
24− anion.

(a) The anionic structure shown in a slightly rotated orientation with
respect to Figure 1. (b) The sphere inside the cavity has a diameter of
15.4 Å according to the smallest center-to-center distance of opposite
Se atoms, which is reduced to 11.6 Å upon consideration of van der
Waals radii. (c) Space-filling model illustrating the actual window
opening with min/max diameters of 5.6/8.8 Å. (d, e) Simplification of
the polyhedral representation into a truncated pentagonal dodecahe-
dron with eight [Ge3] triangles (blue), 12 [Sn3] triangles (gray), and
12 decagonal faces. (f) Further simplification into a pentagonal
dodecahedron upon reduction of the [Ge3] and [Sn3] units to single
nodes.
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The spherical body that fits inside the anion has a diameter
of 11.6 Å under consideration of the van der Waals radii of the
inner atoms, corresponding to an inner volume of 820 Å3. This
is similar to the corresponding measure of the Faujasite
supercage (14.1 Å) within the three-dimensional channel
structure of the typical large-cage zeolite. In contrast to the
recently reported ZIF-95 and ZIF-100, which exhibit
extraordinarily huge cavities (24.0 and 35.6 Å for ZIF-95 and
ZIF-100, respectively) but highly diminishing windows (largest
apertures 3.65 and 3.35 Å, respectively) caused by organic
groups being directed toward the opening of the cavities,14 the
cavity of the ZBT anions is not blocked by covalently bonded
ligands. Since the windows might enable a variety of further
species to enter the cage, such clusters with a confined volume
might act as nanoreactors or as nanomolds for calibrated and
monodisperse nanomaterials.
The polyanion of the title compounds represents the largest

known discrete cluster consisting only of atoms of heavy main-
group elements, with regard to both its size and the number of
atoms involved. Large, crystallographically defined chalcogenide
clusters have attracted considerable interest because they
behave like artificial atoms and thus are relevant to semi-
conductor nanoparticles as “quantum dots”.15 However, a
significant increase in the negative charge with increasing
cluster size inhibits the isolation of very large clusters. Feng and
co-workers16 have shown that employing multiple charge-
complementary metal cations allows for an effective reduction
of the charge in a series of supertetrahedral Tn clusters. In the
case of ZBT-1, the isolation of the extraordinarily large cluster
was possible as a result of two factors that contribute to partial
reduction of the negative charge: first, the presence of high-
valence metal ions (i.e., Sn4+, Ge4+), and second, the formation
of a sphere with a polymer-like, open atomic arrangement on a
minimal surface (instead of the usually observed super-
tetrahedra, which rather represent fragments of dense solid-
state phases and thus exhibit many negatively charged atoms on
their plane faces). The second point is clearly attributed to the
application of the other synthetic approach and its yet
unexplored impact on the formation mechanism. Indeed,
similar reactions of adamantane-type germanate anions
[Ge4E10]

4− (E = S, Se) with various metal ions (e.g., Pt2+,
Mn2+, Zn2+, Cd2+, Sb3+, Sn4+) in traditional solution procedures
led to different, mesostructured materials.17 This emphasizes
that the ionothermal method is a promising approach for the
synthesis of new crystalline chalcogenides with unique
structural and physical features that are inaccessible using
well-established techniques. It should be noted that the
presence of a small amount of amine is necessary in this
reaction. The role of the amine is not yet completely clear;
however, on the basis of the observation that conducting the
same reaction in the absence of amine resulted in the formation
of an uncharacterized Ge/Se-containing powder, whereas an
excess of amine led to an unidentified microcrystalline Sn/Se
phase, it is assumed that the amine subtly affects the assembly
of the Sn/Se binary units. This assumption is confirmed by the
fact that upon replacement of the reactant SnCl4·5H2O by the
preformed precursor [K4(H2O)4][SnSe4], ZBT-2 was formed
without the addition of amine; however, the crystal quality and
yield were not as good as in the other case. The amine may also
play a secondary role during the crystal growth. This
phenomenon was explored for the formation of molecular
sieves in ILs. According to these studies, a hydrogen-bonded
hybrid of an imidazolium IL with an organic amine acts as the

structure-directing agent for the initial nucleation selectivity,
whereas the imidazolium cations themselves act as the pore-
filling agents in the crystal growth.18

In ZBT-2, 12 of the 24 counterions that compensate for the
24 negative charges of the anion in the crystal structure are
arranged at the windows, with the imidazolium rings located
near the centers of the windows and the butyl groups extending
into the cavity. The remaining 12 cations surround the cages
and are equally distributed for optimal charge compensation
(Figures S3 and S6). The situation is similar but more
complicated in ZBT-1, where two individual “zeoballs” are
present and only 21 of the 24 symmetry-independent cations
could be localized on the difference Fourier map.
An obvious question was whether the title compounds may

contribute to the class of compounds with functional ball-like
molecules, such as fullerenes, further organic spheres, or the
spherical variants of polyoxometalates, so-called “Kepler-
ates”.13,19 Since the counterions are not covalently bonded to
the cages, and in agreement with the observation of disorder
and thus high dynamic mobility of the organic groups (see the
SI), small molecules or atoms might pass through. For
preliminary studies of the molecular trapping capability and/
or reactivity of the title compounds, we chose neutral I2
molecules, which are of interest with respect to the role of
the of the I−/ I3

− couple as redox species in electrolytes of dye-
sensitized TiO2 solar cells (DSSCs).20 Accordingly, previous
reports on the uptake of I2 in framework cavities, heterolytic
dissociation of I2, or redox reactions that occur between the
host and I2 are available.21 I2 was delivered both via the gas
phase to solid ZBT-1 or via solution to suspensions of ZBT-1
[notably, both ZBT-1 and ZBT-2 are insoluble in all common
solvents because of the extremely high charge of the anions,
and they decompose into soluble selenidogermanate and
selenidostannate fragments upon treatment with dimethyl
sulfoxide (DMSO) or ethane-1,2-diamine (en)]. The study
confirmed that the ZBT phase does not merely trap I2 upon
exposure of dry samples of ZBT-1 to I2 vapor to form a loaded
form, generally denoted as ZBT-1·nI2, but it also strongly
activates heterolytic I−I bond cleavage when liquor is present,
while the “zeoball” cages stay intact. UV−vis spectra recorded
upon soaking the loaded crystals in ethanol or water showed
the presence of I3

− and/or I−, respectively, indicating that both
ZBT-1·n(I+···I−) and ZBT-1·n(I+···I3

−) are formed (Figure 4
and Figures S9 and S10). Depending on the absence or
presence of solvent for the delivery of I2 and on the nature of
the solvent used, different observations were made (see the SI
for more details).
The amount of I2 to be taken up, and of I3

− to be observed in
the ethanol solution, is additionally dependent on the I2
concentration of the cyclohexane solution. Thus, upon trapping
of larger amounts of I2, the sample first releases I−, which is
then partially consumed by I2 to form increasing amounts of I3

−

as time goes by (Figure 4b). Decreasing amounts of I2 in the
cyclohexane solution lead to decreasing relative amounts of I3

−

and increasing relative amounts of I− to be released (Figure
4c,d).
It is not yet clear where the processes take place (inside the

cavities, on the anions’ surfaces, or both). The trapping process
seems to be reversible up to a loading with 4 equiv of I2, which
might be indicative of a mere surface interaction. However, a
loading with up to 11 equiv of I2 is possible, as quantified by
means of energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis, thermogravi-
metric analysis (TGA), and mass increase investigations, but
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also seems to affect the compound irreversibly (Table S2 and
Figure S12). The fact that liquor is required for the bond
cleavage indicates that this requires a higher mobility of the
counterions, and thus rather takes place inside the “zeoballs”.
Control experiments showed that neither K2Se nor the
precursor [K4(H2O)3][Ge4Se10] exhibits the same effect as
ZBT-1. As verified by EDX analyses of crystals upon soaking,
the I+ ions do not stay at or within the anions; besides
recombination with I−,22 they preferentially form IO−, which
immediately undergoes disproportion reactions, as is known for
this species in ROH solution.23

In conclusion, an unprecedented molecular variant of a
compound with zeolite-related composition has been achieved
by employing ionothermal methods to chalcogenidotetrelate
precursors, opening up an exciting new direction in the future
development of chalcogenide compounds with extraordinary
structural and functional properties.
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Figure 4. (a) Color change during a 3 h immersion of a 12.5 mg
sample of ZBT-1 in 0.5 mL of an I2 solution (0.05 mol/L) in
cyclohexane. The photographs on the extreme left and extreme right
illustrate the forms and colors of single crystals of ZBT-1 and ZBT-
1·11I2, respectively, together with photographs of the respective
batches under pure cyclohexane. (b−d) Monitoring of the amount of
released I− (λmax = 218 nm) and I3

− (λmax = 290, 360 nm) while
soaking ZBT-1·nI2 in ethanol for 3 h, using time-dependent UV−vis
spectra. ZBT-1·nI2 was formed during a 3 h treatment of ZBT-1 with
excess I2 in cyclohexane solution: (b) 40-fold excess (n = 11); (c) 25-
fold excess (n = 6); (d) 18-fold excess (n = 4). The inset shows the
ongoing color change.
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